About Our Founders and the MBV Story
Imagine it’s four in the morning. The sun has yet to rise. The majority of the world
is sleeping comfortably in their beds as darkness still reigns supreme. But not you.
You’re awake. You and a close friend. Both beyond exhausted, going on zero
hours of sleep, putting in the necessary time and effort to make your dreams
become reality.
This is the story of James Thompson and Jesse Webb. Two budding
entrepreneurs working tirelessly through the night, mixing, bottling and even
hand delivering their signature vape juice to some of the company’s first lovestruck customers.
For James and Jesse, it all started in a smoke-filled casino in 2010. James
Thompson, a restless card dealer and aspiring entrepreneur was working a highstakes poker tournament when a man approached his table puffing on an
electronic cigarette, better known today as an e-cigarette. Having smoked for
nearly half his life and desiring to raise his three children in a carcinogen-free
environment, James’ curiosity was immediately piqued.
In 2011, James joined forces with Jesse Webb, a fellow card dealer who brought
his business acumen and affable personality to a modest operation that would
become Mt Baker Vapor.
With an unbelievable product rooted in customer service, Mt Baker Vapor
quickly grew into an international brand with over 150 employees. As expected,
this level of growth did not come without its challenges. In June of 2015, due to
an inexorable tax hike at a tune of 90%, Mt Baker Vapor moved from its humble
beginnings in Bellingham, Washington to a new state-of-the-art facility in Mesa,
Arizona. Since relocating to Arizona, the company has undergone a
restructuring of leadership and personnel in order to keep current with the everchanging vape demographic.
Despite the growing pains of a young and exciting brand, Mt Baker Vapor has
and will continue to offer exemplary service, quality products and fast shipping,
all at a competitive price.
This is the story of Mt Baker Vapor.

